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Using recent results in the field of quantum chaos we derive explicit expressions for the time scale of
decoherence induced by the system-environment entanglement. For a generic system-environment interaction
and for a generic quantum chaotic system as environment, conditions are derived for energy eigenstates to be
preferred states in the weak coupling regime. A simple model is introduced to numerically confirm our
predictions. The results presented here may also help with understanding the dynamics of quantum entangle-
ment generation in chaotic quantum systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Real physical systems are never isolated from the sur-
rounding world and, as a consequence, nonclassical correla-
tions sentanglementd are established between the system and
the environment. This process, which leads to decoherence,
has a fundamental interest since it contributes to the under-
standing of the emergence of classicality in a world governed
by the laws of quantum mechanics f1g.
Remarkably, different states may decohere at drastically
different rates, and a small fraction of them may be particu-
larly stable under entangling interaction with the environ-
ment f1,2g. Such states are “preferred states” of the system
under the influence of the environment. sThey are also called
“pointer states,” a name given for the states of pointers of
measurement apparatus in the study of the measurement
problem f1g.d This concept is important in understanding
what states will naturally emerge from a quantum system
subject to decoherence.
As discussed by Paz and Zurek in an interesting paper f3g,
depending on the type and strength of the system-
environment interaction, different preferred states may arise
during the decoherence process. In particular they consider
the case of an adiabatic environment modeled by a quantum
scalar field and interacting weakly with a system through a
given type of coupling. In such situation they show that en-
ergy eigenstates are good preferred states and hence are the
natural representation of the quantum system. Notice that the
adiabatic environment does not change the population of en-
ergy eigenstates of the system, implying infinite relaxation
time.
In realistic situations the environment is often nonadia-
batic, with finite relaxation time. In this case, the relation
between the relaxation time and the decoherence time is cru-
cial and, typically, only when the former is much longer than
the latter, energy eigenstates can be good preferred states.
While a rough estimate of the relaxation time can be ob-
tained via Fermi’s golden rule, for the decoherence time the
situation is more complex. Indeed in the case of a generic
type of coupling and generic environment, it is hardly pos-
sible to obtain estimates by employing the master-equation
approach used in f3g.
In this paper we propose an alternative approach which
takes advantage of recent progress in the field of quantum
chaos: namely random matrix theory and the so-called fidel-
ity f4–8g which is a measure of the stability of the quantum
motion under system perturbations. Using this approach we
can estimate—via the fidelity decay of the environment—the
decoherence time of the system for weak, generic system-
environment couplings and for a broad class of environ-
ments. In particular, we need not restrict ourselves to the
Markovian regime sin contrast to master-equation approachd
where the bath correlation decay is faster than decoherence.
Moreover, as an important result of ours, by modeling the
environment by a chaotic quantum system, we determine a
critical border in the coupling strength below which energy
eigenstates are shown to be preferred states, while above this
border, the relaxation time and decoherence time have the
same scaling with the coupling strength and therefore no
definite statements can be made. We also present numerical
results which confirm the above picture.
II. GENERAL THEORY
Let us consider a quantum system S with a discrete spec-
trum, weakly coupled to a second quantum system E as its
environment. The total Hamiltonian is
H = HS + eHI + HE, s1d
where HS and HE are the Hamiltonians of S and E, respec-
tively, and eHI is the weak interaction Hamiltonian se≪1d.
The time evolution of the whole system is given by
uCSEstdl=e
−iHt/"uCSEs0dl. The initial state is set as a product*wgwang@ustc.edu.cn
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state uCSEs0dl= ucSs0dlufEs0dl. The reduced density matrix
kaurrestdubl= kauTrE rstdubl is obtained by tracing over the
environment.
Consider first the case with initial state ucSs0dl= ual,
where ual denotes an energy eigenstate of HS with eigenen-
ergy Ea. We define the projection operators ualkau ^ 1E and
Pa¯;obÞaublkbu ^ 1E where 1E is the identity operator for
the environment degrees of freedom. The whole Hilbert
space can then be decomposed into two orthogonal sub-
spaces, leading to
uCSEstdl = e
−iEat/"ualufa
Estdl + euxa¯stdl , s2d
where euxa¯stdl;Pa¯ uCSEstdl. The small parameter e is intro-
duced to account for the fact that, in case of weak coupling,
the second term in Eq. s2d remains small inside some initial
time interval ssee belowd. The normalization of uCSEstdl in
Eq. s2d is unity to the first order in e.
A simple derivation shows that the evolution of the two
terms in Eq. s2d is given by the coupled equations,
i"
d
dt
ufa
Estdl = HEa
effufa
Estdl + e2eiEat/"kauHIuxa¯stdl , s3d
i"
d
dt
uha¯stdl = expS− i
"
sEa − Ha¯dtDPa¯HIualufaEstdl , s4d
where H
Ea
eff;eHIa+HE, uha¯stdl;expsiHa¯ t /"duxa¯stdl, HIa
;kauHIual, and Ha¯;Pa¯HPa¯ .
It is evident from Eq. s2d that e2kxa¯ uxa¯l gives the popu-
lation that has leaked to the subspace associated with Pa¯ . In
the case of weak coupling, this population leakage is initially
very small. More precisely we have that e2kxa¯ uxa¯l≪1 up to
times t≪tE, where tE is the relaxation time of the system.
Then the second term in Eq. s3d can be safely neglected and,
as a result, the environment is in the state ufa
Estdl
<e−itHEa
eff/"ufEs0dl while the system remains in the eigenstate
ual with a definite phase evolution.
Consider now as the initial state a superposition of energy
eigenstates ucSs0dl=oaCaual. As in Eq. s2d we can write
uCSEstdl = o
a
e−iEat/"Caualufa
Estdl + euxstdl , s5d
where the term uxstdl=oaCauxa¯stdl contains now contribu-
tions of transitions between different energy eigenstates.
Note that the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. s5d may
be highly entangled even when euxstdl is small. For t≪tE,
the term euxstdl in Eq. s5d can be neglected and, by tracing
out the environment, the reduced density matrix of the sys-
tem can be written as
rab
re
= kauTrE rstdubl . e−isEa−Ebdt/"CaCb
p fbastd , s6d
where fbastd;kfbEstd ufaEstdl satisfies
fbastd < kfEs0dueitsHEa
eff+eVd/"e−itHEa
eff/"ufEs0dl , s7d
with
V ; HIb − HIa = kbuHIubl − kauHIual . s8d
Significantly, the quantity fbastd is simply the “fidelity am-
plitude” of the environment associated with the two slightly
different Hamiltonians H
Ea
eff and sH
Ea
eff+eVd. For nonconstant
V, this fidelity amplitude usually decays with time for a
Þb, then rab
re also decays and therefore decoherence sets in.
In the case of constant V in Eq. s8d, Eq. s7d gives ufbastdu
<1, hence, there is no decoherence induced by the environ-
ment in the first-order perturbation theory discussed above.
Notice that Eqs. s6d and s7d become exact in the particular
case in which the coupling HI commutes with HS. This case
has been considered in f9g.
It turns out, from the above considerations, that for weak,
but generic coupling, energy eigenstates of HS play a special
role in the sense that, only for energy superposition states
snot single eigenstatesd, the decoherence process is associ-
ated with the instability of the environment under perturba-
tion sfidelity decayd.
III. A MODEL WITH THE ENVIRONMENT MODELED
BY A QUANTUM CHAOTIC SYSTEM
Let us now turn to an explicit estimate of the decoherence
time of the system. To this end we can directly apply recent
results on fidelity decay f4–7g which, as shown below, al-
lows us to estimate the decoherence time for a generic type
of system-environment interaction and for a broad class of
environments. This contrasts the situation of the master-
equation approach with which only particular types of inter-
action and environment have been treated f3g while exten-
sion to more general situations is mathematically difficult.
Let us assume that the environment is modeled by a quan-
tum chaotic system f10g. sAnalogous strategy can be applied
when the environment has a regular or mixed-type phase
space structure.d Fidelity decay in such systems has been
studied via semiclassical methods as well as with random
matrix theory, both giving consistent results. Specifically, it
turns out that for initial states chosen randomly, the fidelity
has typically a Gaussian decay below a perturbative border
ep and an exponential decay above this border f4–6g. If we
model the environment HE by a single matrix of dimension N
taken from the so-called Gaussian orthogonal ensemble
sGOEd f11g, then the border ep can be explicitly estimated
and is given by f5g
2pepVnd
2 , s
v
D , s9d
where Vnd
2 is the average of uknuVun8lu2 with nÞn8 and V
given by Eq. s8d. Here unl denotes the eigenstates of H
Ea
eff
, D
is the mean level spacing of H
Ea
eff
, and s
v
2 is the variance of
knuVunl.
Below the perturbative border, e,ep, the fidelity ampli-
tude decays as f5g
ufbastdu . e−e
2s
v
2t2/2"2
. s10d
Then, the decoherence time td, characterizing the decay of
off-diagonal matrix elements fsee Eq. s6dg is given by
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td . Î2"/sesvd ~ e−1, e , ep. s11d
Notice that this dependence of td on e coincides with the one
derived in Ref. f3g, even though in our case we do not as-
sume an adiabatic environment. For e.ep, ufbastdu has an
exponential decay f4g,
ufbastdu , e−Gt/2" with G = 2pe2Vnd2 /D , s12d
and
td . "D/spe2Vnd
2 d ~ e−2, e . ep. s13d
We stress that, like Eq. s6d, also Eqs. s11d and s13d are valid
only if the time scale under consideration is much less than
tE.
The next issue is if, and under what conditions, tE is
sufficiently large so that significant decoherence may occur
for t≪tE. If this is the case, then energy eigenstates are
much more robust than their superposition states. Let umEl be
one eigenstate of HE and kHI,nd
2 l be the mean square of the
nondiagonal matrix elements ka8ukmE8uHIumElual saÞa8d.
One may estimate tE by using Fermi’s golden rule, i.e.,
tE . 1/R ~ e−2, where R = 2pe2rkHI,nd
2 l/" s14d
is the transition rate in Fermi’s golden rule with the on-shell
density-of-states r approximated by the average density of
all possible final states for the whole system f12g.
Therefore, below the perturbative border se,epd the de-
coherence time td and the relaxation time tE scale as e−1 and
e−2, respectively. It follows that for small enough e, we have
td≪tE and hence energy eigenstates are good preferred
states regardless of the form of the coupling. On the other
hand, above the perturbative border, both td in Eq. s13d and
tE in Eq. s14d scale with e−2. In particular, in cases of very
small ep, the two time scales can be comparable f13g even at
weak perturbation and hence energy eigenstates may not be
preferred states.
We will now introduce a simple dimensionless model
which will also allow an explicit numerical evaluation of the
different time scales. Let S be a qubit system with Hamil-
tonian HS=oaEaualkau, a=1,2 and E2−E1=1. The environ-
ment is modeled by a N-dimensional matrix in the GOE and
the interaction HI is taken in the form of a random matrix as
well. Specifically, in a given arbitrary basis ukl, the matrix
elements kkuHEuk8l and kakuHIua8k8l are real random num-
bers distributed according to a Gaussian with unit variance.
Moreover, we set the Planck constant "=1.
We have numerically integrated the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation for this model thus obtaining the ma-
trix elements of the reduced density matrix rre. In Fig. 1, we
show the numerical results for parameters N=200 and e=5
310−4. The perturbative border can be numerically com-
puted from Eq. s9d and it is found to be ep,0.04. It is clearly
seen that for weak coupling the decay of r12re is well predicted
by the Gaussian decay in Eq. s10d. By contrast, the change in
the diagonal matrix elements of the reduced density is neg-
ligible, as shown by the upper thin curve in Fig. 1.
Figure 2 is drawn for the same parameters of Fig. 1 but
for a larger coupling strength, comparable to the perturbative
border. One notices deviations from the Gaussian decay and
also an appreciable population change supper thin curved.
Interestingly, we found that deviations from the Gaussian
decay always goes with an appreciable population change.
Indeed if, for example, we deliberately weaken those off-
diagonal coupling terms sdiagonal coupling terms not
touchedd that are responsible for the population decay, then
the Gaussian decay can be recovered while the population
decay becomes negligible.
Finally, if we further increase the coupling strength above
the perturbative border, then the exponential decay of the
off-diagonal matrix elements fEq. s12dg is indeed observed
snot shown hered.
We have carefully studied the scaling behavior of tE and
td as functions of the coupling strength e and the results are
shown in Fig. 3. Numerically td is defined as the time scale
over which ur12
re u decays by a factor of 1 /e, and tE is defined
as the reciprocal of the slope of r22
re std in the initial interval of
FIG. 1. sColor onlined Time dependence of the elements of the
reduced density matrix of the qubit system S. Here N=200 and the
coupling strength e=5310−4 is much smaller than the perturbative
border ep,0.04 numerically computed from Eq. s9d. The upper thin
solid curve gives the diagonal matrix element r22
re std for an initial
state with ucSs0dl= u2l. The lower thick solid curve gives the off-
diagonal matrix element r12
re std for an initial state which is a product
state in which the system S is in an energy superposition state while
the environment is in a randomly chosen state. The dotted and
dashed curves give the theoretical Gaussian decay equation s10d
and the exponential decay equation s12d, respectively.
FIG. 2. sColor onlined Same as in Fig. 1 but for e=0.01 which is
still below but close to the perturbation border. It is seen that the
numerically computed ur12
re u begin to deviate from the predicted
Gaussian decay. Moreover the population decay sthin solid curved
becomes appreciable.
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time in which Fermi’s golden rule is valid. It is seen that
numerical data nicely agree with analytical predictions. In
particular, one can distinguish between the two scaling be-
haviors of td se−1 and e−2d separated by the perturbative bor-
der ep. Below this border, td≪tE, implying that energy
eigenstates are much more stable than energy superposition
states.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Entanglement-induced decoherence within a closed total
system is also referred to as “intrinsic decoherence” f14g.
The above analysis directly indicates the existence of pre-
ferred states of intrinsic decoherence. As such, the dynamics
of entanglement generation between two subsystems de-
pends strongly on the coherence properties of the initial
state. This is of interest to studies of entanglement generation
in classically chaotic systems f15g. Further, our results might
also shed light on the dynamics of quantum thermalization
processes within a closed system f16g, where energy eigen-
states also play a special role.
In summary, for weak but generic coupling between two
quantum subsystems, energy eigenstates are shown to play a
special role in the entanglement-induced decoherence pro-
cess. The quality of the energy eigenstates as preferred states
is also analyzed in terms of a simple dynamical model which
allows for numerical analysis.
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